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MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT ...
Dear Members,
Our sixth Specialty is now history. I want to extend special thanks
to our show committee for its excellent performance, a big cheer to
Penny Bel-Worel, and another big cheer to Larry Worel for his hospitality to our judges.
Our Sweepstakes judge,_Lois Thomasson, called to express thanks for
herself and Don for such a pleasurable day and evening.
Our Decade Book will soon be reality.
Our next meeting will be November B at Mary Major's home in Santa
Rosa after the Wolfhound judging at Mensona KC show. Looking forward
to seeing you.
Best wishes,
Suzanne Mccombs

* * *

* * *

* * *

* * *

* * *

THANK YOU
Trophy donations for the Specialty received after the catalogue
went to the printer:
Chuck and Arline Stockham
Jenny Clark

• •••• •••••••• •••• ••••••••• •
The Hounds' Bugle is published six ti•es a year. Articles sub1itted for
publication are_welco•e and solicited; the editor reserves the right to
. edit or refuse. Articles herein are the opinions of the authors and don't
necessarily reflect the views of the edi.tor or the Club. Permission to
· reprint is granted to other Irish Wolfhound clubs only if full credit is
given to fiorthern California iw Club Hounds' 8~5le.
Subscriptions are $7.50 a year or free with club aeaber~hip.
Advertising rates are full page with photo - $12.00
full page w/~ photo ~ $ e.oo
half page w/o photo - $ 5.00
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FINANCIAL REPORT
1987 Speciality Show and Lure Trial
Incane:
Entries
Catalog Sales
Catalog Ads - Individual
Catalog Ads - Carmercial
Trophy Fund Donations
Show Donations
Auction
Raffle
Lure Trial: Entries
Show:

Expense (exclusive of Show Trophies)

$1,530.00
194.00
400.00
190.00
470.00
71.00
712.00
235.00
127.00
$,3,929.00

-;'c

Show:

Superintendent's Charge
(Printing, Postage,
AKC, Fee, etc.)
Judges' Roans, Meals,
and Hospitality
Judges' Transportation
Ring Steward
Loss on Dinner
(Charge: $1,004.00
Collected: $832.00)
Sweepstakes Pay-off
Lure Trial: Judge, Equiµnent,
Postage, etc.

$1,242.00
360.00
180.00
25.00
172.00
95.00
153.00
$2,227.00
$1,702.00

·k

Trophy expenses as incurred apply to rrore than one show,
so are custanarily carried as a separate item. Trophy
expenses incurred to date for the current fiscal year
total $68.00.

John Hays
Treasurer
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Umpqua K.C.
Judge: Dale Simmons

September 4, 1987

BOB: CH Erinwood Stellar Gabriel - Paloma
BOS, BOW, WB: Destiny Sabrina of Limerick - Lambro/Souza
FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP
WD:
Excalibar's Cian - Clausen
RWD: Kellcastle's Branigan McBrea - Spalding
RWB: Destiny Colleen O'Wynn - Mccombs
Klamath D.F.
Judge: Lt.Col. Wallace Pede

September 5, 1987

BOB: CH Erinwood Stellar Gabriel - Paloma GR 2
BOS: CH Kellcastle's Kad Mian Cait, C.D. - Kyle
BOW, WD: Kellcastle's Mic E McBrea - Kroll
WB:
Destiny Colleen O'Wynn - Mccombs
RWB: Destiny Melody O'Mohr - Mccombs
RWD: Excalibar's Cian - Clausen
Eugene K.C.
Judge: Theodore Wurmser

September 6, 1987

BOB: CH Erinwood Stellar Gabriel - Paloma GR 1
BOS: CH Kellcastle's Kad Mian Cait, C.D. - Kyle
BOW, WD: Excalibar's Cian - Clausen
WB:
Kenna of Limerick - Souza
RWB: Connemara Hilaria's Corana - Lugo/Collins
RWD: Kellcastle's Drury Sir 'Hegh - Honan
So. Oregon K.C.
Judge: Joan Frailey

September 7, 1987

BOB: CH Celtic Wind's Erinwood Apollo - McCreary
BOS: CH Kellcastle's Kad Mian Cait, C.D. - Kyle
BOW, WD: Excalibar's Cian - Clausen
WB:
Destiny Colleen O'Wynn - Mccombs
RWB~
Destiny Melody O'Mohr - Mccombs
RWD: Kellcastle's Branigan McBrea - Spalding
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Northern California Irish Wolfhound Club
Judge: Mrs. Jill R. Bregy

September 12 , 1987

Puppy Dogs, 6 to 9 mos.
l)Major Acres Ki ng Thomond - Major/Maner Hite
2)Aragorn Fitheach of Misty Isle - Kachinskas/Harris
3)Binsrath Pippin 0 Barra Gwynn - Aiken/Aiken
Puppy Dogs 9 to 12 mos.
l)Major Acres Kylemore - Blaine
2)Niobrara 1 s Duncan of Cavanwood - Walters/Fox

..

Degs- 12 to 18 mos •
l)General Gunner of Buloach Cu - Blanchard
2)Bailebrae Summerfield Tur Og - Grotano
3)Destiny Mulryan 0 1 Mohr - Mccombs
4)Kellcastle's Mic E McBrea - Kroll
Novice Dogs
l)Allostock's Rambling Beau - McKay/Murray
Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
!)Summerfield Sage Rollin - Stratford
2)Hill Top's Ca l amity Kelly - Henderson
3)0mar V. Herman Kong - Korit o
4)Kelley Glen's Dalma of Sidhe - Kelley/Kaluza
American Bred Dogs
l)Bailebrae The Huntsman - Grotano/Conroy
2)Major Acres Donegal Bay - Marcellino
Open Dogs
l)Arntara Keystone Lionel - Elzer
2)0akwoods Farley - Sanford
3)Meadowbrook Rhys' Arrogance - Rice
4)Major Acres Macallen - Greene
Winners Dog - Arntara Keystone Lionel
Reserve - General Gunner of Buloach Cu

25/32/25
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NCWIC Specialty - cont'd
Puppy Bitches 6 to 9 mos .
!)Dayne of Castlemaine - Shaw
2)Binsrath Arddun 0 Barra Gwynn - Aiken/Aiken
3)Major Acres Queen Grianne - Gabriel/Maj or
4)Major Acres Mairgre t Bailey - Moloney
Puppy Bitches 9 to 12 mos.
l)Powerscou rt Windy Hill Star - Salin
Bitches 12 to 18 mos.
!)Lilliput Ariadne - Little
2)Kellcastle 1 s Rachel McBrea - Stockham
3)Destiny Melody 0 1 Mohr - McCombs
Novice Bitches
!)Kelsey of 0 1 Shawnasey - Weeks/Myskow
2)Allostock 's Yvonne Rose - Johnson/Murray
Bred by Exhibitor Bitches
!)Lilliput Ysevlt - Little
2)Major Acres Bantry Bay - Major
3)Kenna of Limerick - Souza
4)Ap Rhys Bhean Shidhe - Rice
American Bred Bitches
l)Sidhe Clooty of Gilla Machree - Heskett
2)Summerfield Savje Du Mont - Montgomery
3)Kellcastle Holleigh McBrea - Stockham
Open Bitches
l)Eaglescrag Ionagh - Kinloch
2)Niobrara 1 s Kilty of Fairfield - Walters/Pence
3)Destiny Secret 0 1 Shaw - Clark/McCombs
4)Ballycruz Olivia - Webb
Winners Bitch - Eaglescrag Ionagh
Reserve - Lilliput Ariadne

Veteran Dog
l)Ch. Solstrand Fenton of Bailebrae - Grotano
2)Ch. Major Acres Iongraidh - Taylor
Veteran Bitch
l)Ch . Fallen oak Dana of Major Acres - Gabriel/Maj or
2)Ch. Tamarack Diana - K.Smith
3)Barra Gwyn Cest Moi Barralynn - Aiken/Aiken

1
NCIWC Specialty - cont'd
BEST of BREED - Ch. Castlemaine Josephine - Marilyn & Greg Shaw
BEST of OPPOSITE SEX - Ch. Solstrand Fenton of Bailebrae - Maria
BEST of WINNERS - Arntara Keystone Lionel - Elzer Th eresa Grotano
BEST PUPPY - Dayne of Castlemaine - Marilyn &Greg Shaw

NCIWC Specialty Sweepstakes
Judge: Mrs. Lois Thomasson
I
I

Puppy Dogs 6 to 9 mos.
l)Major Acres King Thomond - Hite/Major
2)Aragorn Fitheach of Misty Isle - Kachinskos/Harris
3)Binsrath Pippin 0 Barra Gwynn - Aiken/Aiken
Puppy Dogs 9 to 12 mos.
l)Major Acres Kylemore - Blaine
Puppy Bitches 6 to 9 mos.
l)Dayne of Castlemaine - Shaw
2)Major Acres Queen Grianne - Gabriel/Major
3)Major Acres Mairgret Bailey - Moloney
4)Binsrath Arddun 0 Barra Gwynn Aiken/Aiken
BEST in JUNIOR SWEEPSTAKES - Dayne of Castlemaine - M & G Shaw
BEST of OPPOSITE SEX JUNIOR - Major Acres King Thomond - MHite/M Major

•.

Senior Dogs 12 to 15 mos.
l)Oakwoods Farley - Sanford
2)Destiny Mulrya n 0 1 Mohr - Mccombs
3) Kellcastle 1 s Mic E McBrea - Kroll
Senior Dogs 15 to 18 mos.
l)Bailebrae Summerfield Tur Og - Grotano
2)General Gunner of Buloach Cu - Blanchard
Senior Bitches 12 to 15 mos.
1) Ke 11cast1 e's Rache 1 Mc Brea Stockham
2)Destiny Melody 0 1 Mohr - McCombs
3)Lilliput Ariadne - Little
4)Kellcastle Holleigh McBrea - Stockham
BEST in SENIOR SWEEPSTAKES - Oakwoods Farley - Joan Sanford
BEST of OPPOSITE SEX SENIOR - Kellcastle 1 s Rachel McBrea - C & AStockham
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September 13,1987

Sir Francis Drake KC
Judge: Mrs. Mary O. Jenkins

6/10/3

BOB-Ch. Kellcastle 1 s Kad Mian Cait,CD - Kyle
BOS-Ch. Ballymor 1 s The Real McCoy - Moore
BOW,WB-Major Acres Bantry Bay - Major
WO-General Gunner of Buloach Cu - Blanchard
RWD-Connemara's Finn of Rathkeale - Wandruff
RWB- Kenna of Limerick - Souza
September 27,1987

Reno KC
Judge: Erne s t Loeb

2/3/3

BOB- Ch. Castlemaine Josephine - Shaw
BOS- Ch . Destiny Conn of Limerick - Souza
BOW,WD- Oakwoods Farley - Sanford
RWD-Moscail Garrett - Lindseth/McKernan
WB-Kenna of Limerick - Souza
RWB-Major Acres Bantry Bay - Major
Contra Costa County KC
Judge: Hobart G. Stephenson, Jr.

October 3,1987

3/5/4
BOB and GROUP 4 - Ch . Destiny Conn of Limerick-Souza
BOS- Ch. Castle maine Josephine - Shaw
BOW,WD- Oakwoods Farley - Sanford
RWD-Connemara 1 s Finn of Rathkeale - Wandruff
WB-Kenna of Limerick - Souz a
RWB-Destiny Colleen 0 1 Wynn - McComb s
Donner Trail KC
Judge: Michael J. Dougherty

October 4,1987
4/6/4

BOB- Ch . Destiny Conn of Limerick - Souza
BOS-Ch. Castlemaine Josephine - Shaw
BOW,~D-Oakwoods Farley - Sanford
RWD-Connemara's Finn of Rathkeale - Wa ndruff
WB-Kenna of Limerick - Souza
RWB- Destiny Colleen O'Wynn - McCombs

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Insecticidal flea collars applied t o laboratory dogs and cats
(in the absence of any other insecticide ) have been shown to
produce systemic signs of intoxication (unsteady gait, inappetence,
depression) as well as contact dermatitis of the neck areas.
Kal Kan Forum
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Second Annual Specialty Lure Trial
September 13, 1987
Bright and early Sunday morning, committee workers and lure
coursing enthusiasts gathered at the ERT practice field for the
start of our specialty lure field trial which, for the second year
in a row, was held the day following our annual AKC specialty.
Entries accepted day-of brought the total number of participating
IWs to eleven; nine Open and two F.Ch.
As with any club event, thanx are due to the many people who
contributed to its success:
committee workers, entrants, and
spontaneous helping hands!
The generous trophy dontations from
Melody Waters & Martin Mulac (handcrafted silver shamrock necklace
& earrings for both first place winners, in memory of Merlyn of
Plantagenet and Ch. Major Acres Carney F.Ch.) delighted their
recipients; and the BOB trophy donated by Susan Kinlock (ceramic
head plaque by artist Debbie Engle) was awarded to one but
enviously ogled by all . The judge and lure operator gifts donated
by Jane Kit Christie & Don Rasmusson (aluminum clipboards photoengraved with the NCIWC logo} were appreciated and actually used
during the trial.
Lure equipment rented from the PHFNC worked perfectly for our
volunteer operator Peter Block, a whippet owner and long-time IW
friend; and ASFA judge Betz Leone placed the entries as follows:
Open Stake
1st - EaglesCrag Ionagh (B) -Susan D. Kinloch
- 145
2nd - Carroy Bryna (B) -Dick & Lynne Rosebrock
- 142
3rd - Destiny Mul Ryan O'Mohr (D) -Suzanne & Harry Mccombs - 139
Although none of the other Open Stake entries received a qualifying
score, NCIWC did award ribbons and trophies to:
4th - Ch. Destiny Kaelyn O'Wynn C.D . -Kathy & Alan Smith
NBQ - Ch. Geantraighe of Limerick -Penny Bel-Worel
Field Champion Stake
1st - Nutstown Bally of Kilcullen (B) -Dusty McReynolds &
Susan Kinloch
- 153
2nd - Major Acres Mandeegh (B) -Joan Trifeletti,
Carol Gabriel & Mary Major
- 146
Best of Breed
The BOB runoff between the first-place winners from Open and F.Ch.
stakes was difficult to call, but judge Betz Leone found a onepoint edge for Eaglescrag Jonagh and Loni was awarded well-deserved
top honors with a score of 75. Her name will be added to the "Pa ti
Plaque," the ten-year challenge trophy donated in 1986 by Howard &
Susan Lowell.
Jane Kit Christie
Lure Trial Chairman
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Northern California All-Breed ASFA Clubs
For the benefit of newcomers to the sport of lure coursing, as well
as to update information concerning local clubs holding all-breed
ASFA events, the following is a current list of clubs to contact if
you wish to be added to their mailing list for all-breed trials.
(Mention your breed when writing.)
BASENJI CLUB OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA (BCONC)
Ken Leighton, 4530 Entrada Court, Pleasanton CA 94588
(415-846-5300)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA WHIPPET CLUB (NCWC)
Kathleen Kelly, 1973 Oxford Drive, Fairfield CA 94533
(707-422-1387)
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA WHIPPET FANCIERS ASSOC. (NCWFA)
Betz Leone, 1045 McGregor Way, Palo Alto CA 94306
(415-493-7181)
PHARAOH HOUND FANCIERS OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA (PHFNC)
Libby Jones, 1490 Norman Drive, Sunnyvale CA 94087
(408-245-0145) -- Note that PHFNC often offer practice
runs following completion of their licensed trials.
SALUKI CLUB OF GREATER SAN FRANCISCO (SCGSF)
[Inactive for several years but renewing activities]
Kathy Anderson, 930 South Sixth Street, San Jose CA 95412
(408-298-3251)
SIERRA AFGHAN HOUND CLUB (SAHC)
Debbie R. Duvall, 4638 Ledonne Drive, Sacramento CA 95823
(916-391-8676)
For a complete list of coursing clubs throughout the U.S. (there
are many in the southern Calif, Oregon & Washington areas), send a
sase to Jane Kit Christie, 247 Belford Place. Vacaville CA 95688.
For information & premium 1i st package on the 12th annual
1987 "Turkey Run" [held over the long Thanksgiving weekend, 4 days
of coursing in the southern California/Chino-Preda Dam area] contact Joyce Martin, 8571 Stanford Way. Garden Grove CA 92641 (714636-1798).
The upcoming all-breed trial schedule for northern Calif
(current as of 8/87) is: Nov. 1st, PHFNC-Newark CA and Nov. 15,
NCWFA-San Jose.
For a truly up-to-date schedule, contact Jan
Priddy, ASFA Scheduling Chmn, P.O. Box 46, Arch Cape, OR 97102
(503-436-2337). If writing, a sase is suggested.
Effective January 1, 1988, ASFA rule change for IWs require:
"The minimum height of dogs should b~ 32 inches & 120 pounds; of
bitches, 30 inches & 105 pounds; these to apply only to hounds over
18 months of age. Anything below this should be debarred from competition." Particularly note that, "A veterinary statement verifying height and weight will be immediately available upon request by
the Inspection Committee." The above is , as published in the JulyAugust 1987 Field Advisory News.
JKChristie 10/87
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Hartz Blockade - A Warning

i'
l,

Most commercial flea products work well when used properly. One new
product, however, has run into trouble. Touted by its producer as the
first insecticide to both repel and kill fleas and ticks, Hartz Blockade will soon carry a label warning against its use on young or pregnant cats and dogs. The new label will state that the product should
be applied lightly, without saturating, _and that applications should
be made not more than once every seven days.
Hartz Mountain Corporation agreed to the warning, which should be
showing up on aerosol cans within a few weeks, after an Environmental
Protection Agency investigation found that the flea and tick repellent
had caused "defini te 11 or "suspected" toxic effects, including 26
deaths, in 201 dogs and cats this year.
"There are a lot of toxicity problems from Blockade. We've seen four
or five cases (of animals sickened by it) in just the past two weeks"
said Dr. John Holden of Mission Pet Hospital in San Francisco.
Hartz,_which has been ordered by the EPA to conduct additional toxicity tests on Blockade, has issued a statement defending it as part of
a group of flea killers "reputed to be among the safest insecticides
available."
The foregoing is part of an article on flea eradication published by
the San Francisco Chronicle on Thursday, October 1,1987. Because of
the extra sensitivity of Wolfhounds it is a natural recommendation
that Hartz Blockade not be used on them.

"Jaw Drop"
Produced by a paralysis of one of the nerve s controlling the jaw , "jaw
drop" syndrome is seen in dogs in which the lower jaw sags limply half
open. The cause of paralysis is unknown, but is suspected to be related
to the immune system. Most cases appear to be seen in October and November, and the onset is sudden and generally painless .
If given food in small pieces, the dog can eat. Other nerves of the face
are rarely involved . "Jaw drop" dogs should wear a muzzle (which can
be removed at mealtimes) to prvent the mouth from drying out. Cortisone may help, but most cases recover in three to six weeks without
treatment .
Ors . Allan Paul & Alan Parker
Nebraska Veterinary Extension News
Dog World, September 1987
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Lyme Disease
Researchers are sending out alarms for Northeast coast and Midwest states
to watch out for the tick which is spreading Lyme disease among animals
and man with increasing frequency . Unfortunately, the incidence of cases
within the United States is more far-reaching than that . Mendocino
County reports cases of Lyme disease contracted in its borders, so it is
logical to assume that the guilty tick has already made its inexorable
march to the Pacific ocean .
Because of a dog's heavy coat, the tiny tick is difficult to see , as is
the characteristic rash . According to Animal Health Newsletter; "Usually ,
the only signs in dogs are lameness and pain in the joints . As a result,
a doctor may prescribe onl y anti-inflammatory drugs . But although these
may alleviate the arthritis, only antibiotics can successfully manage
Lyme disease itself.
Prompt treatment with penicillin , amoxicillin or tetracycline is completely curative . If the disease is missed or untreated, however, it can lead
to chronic arthritis and permanent joint problems that will persist even
if later antibiotic treatment eliminates the Borrelia organisms . 11

Canine Prostate Disease - Signs
Prostate problems can cloud an otherwise happy adult life for the dog.
Many of the problems that affect the prostate can be successfully treated,
but the signs of prostatic disease ar e often so vague or confusing that
what began as a mild infection has progressed to fever, pain, inability
to stand , septic shock or even coma before a full examination is sought
and the root of the problem is discovered .
The very diversity of warning signs is one reason for the problem . Sometimes the dog see'ms to be suffering from some general infection . Sometimes it has difficulty defecating. Sometimes it seems to be stiff and
even lame. It may even appear to have lost its sexual prowess when attempting to mate . Perhaps the most consistent signs suggest a urinary tract
infection. About 60 percent of dogs with prostatic disease pass blood in
the urine, become incontinent or are unable to urinate . Almost 50percent
will appear to have a generalized infection - that is, they are feverish
and lose appetite ; they vomit; and they drink abnormal quantities Qf water .
Defecation problems can range from constipation to passage of loose or
ribbonlike stools .
Cornell U. College of Veterinary
Medicine
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PROBLEMS OF OVER-BREEDIN:; THE PEDIGREES
By Carole Berger

The two-year-old German shepherd standing on the
examination table is to -all appearances a magnificent
animal - heavily boned, ~11-proportioned, sporting a
thick black coat with attractive tan markings. But its
muzzle is taped shut with strips of gauze because it
cringed and snapped at the veterinarian the mcment it
was put on the table. It has been diagnosed as suffering
fran hip dysplasia, an often crippling congenital
malformation of the hip joints.
The owner is understandably distressed. "But this
is an AKC registered dog. I paid $400 for him." Like
many other people, he assumed that buying a pure-bred
dog would guarantee not only trueness to type, but good
health and soundness as ~11. The truth is that the very
process of intensive selection through which ~ have
developed the 120 breeds currently recognized by the
.American Kennel Club has also resulted in a wide range
of genetically related health and temperament problems.
Though it is easy to overlook the fact, pure-bred
dogs are creatures made by man to serve human purposes.
fust of the breeds in existence today only rerrotely
resemble their corrmJn ancestor, the wolf, and could not
survive in a natural environment. For thousands of
years, dogs ~re bred mainly for utility, as allies in
the human struggle for survival. They protected flocks
from wolves and other predators, pulled sleds and carts,
assisted in the hunt. Such activities required strength,
speed, courage and intelligence - qualities already
present in the wolf and requiring little genetic
rrodification.
As civilization advanced, dogs ~re increasingly
valued for aesthetic and errotional reasons. The court
lady wanted a decorative lap dog, the gentleman wanted
an inposing but elegant fireside ccnpanion, children
clarrored for a cuddly playmate. Today, some dogs still
earn a living as hunters or protectors. But as ~ become
increasingly alienated from the natural world and from
one another, dogs serve mainly to divert us and to
relieve our loneliness.
'Ihe trouble with such uses of the dog is that they
encourage a selection of extreme, even bizarre traits,
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mich predispose the animal to an array of rredical
problems. Consider, for exanple, the plight of the
bulldog. 'Ihe jowly head v.e find so comical and
charmingly reminiscent of Winston Churchill also creates
serious respiratory and reproductive difficulties. 'Ihe
bullcbg's nasal passages are so constricted that it has
noticeable difficulty in breathing, and the heads of its
unborn young are often too massive to pass through the
rrother's pelvis.
Consider, also, the Pekingese. Its distinctive
pushed-in, bug-eyed face appeals to many people. But
nature did not intend eyes to protrude like headlights
for the good reason that they are then highly vulnerable
to injury. Even a mild fracas with another dog or cat
can be enough to blind a Peke.
Chann and disease are linked in many other breeds,
as well. Long-eared cbgs are especially susceptible to
ear infections; long-bodied ones, like dachshunds and
bassets, to disc disease; the toy breeds to orthopedic
problems such as slipped kneecaps, and giant breeds like
Great Danes and Irish v..Dlfhounds to osteogenic sarcoma
and shortened life spans. Costs are high to the owner in
veterinary fees and concern, and to the animal in sheer
physical discomfort. It must often be unpleasant for
these dogs to inhabit the grotesque bodies w= have
created for them.
While dogs with extreme traits are rrost afflicted
with genetically related health problems, no breed
entirely escapes them. M:Jre than fifty breeds are at
risk for hip dysplasia, a disease not seen in the v..Dlf.
Reputable breeders limit the incidence by X-raying their
stock and eliminating affected animals fran their
breeding pools, but many others don't want the trouble
and the expense.
Also camron are inherited terrperamental defects,
such as nervousness and over-agressiveness. Often, the
owner of a particularly aggressive shepherd, malamute or
Doberman will fail to exert the necessary dominance over
the cbg men it is young I and later has tO face the
heartbreak of putting cbwn a healthy animal because it
cannot be controlled.
When
a
breed
with
significant
inherited
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predisposition to certain diseases becanes very popular,
natters generally worsen. The German shepherd, now
ranked fourth in popularity, is a good example. As a
result of indiscriminate breeding, the incidence of anal
fistulas and degenerative neurological disease of the
rear quarters, disorders seen almost exclusively in
shepherds, has substantially increased.
Unfortunately, our present system of showing and
registering dc>gs does little to reduce such widespread
deficiencies and rray, in fact, contribute to them. All
that is required for a dog to becorre AKC registered is
that its parents be AKC registered. In this way, even a
badly diseased or deformed puppy is eligible for
registration.
In the show ring, dogs are evaluated on the basis
of their proximity to a standard, which is a verbal
description of \\hat the ideal specimen of the breed
should look like. These descriptions are ambiguous,
leaving considerable room for subjectivity on the part
of the judges. Historically, judges have tended to favor
extremes. With time, large breeds get bigger, lush coats
get rrore lavish, droopy ears get longer. Thus, dog show
judges actually select for qualities that may inpair
soundness.
of
considerations
that
is
problem
Another
soundness and sanity rarely enter into the evaluation
process. A dog carrying genes for hip dysplasia, and,
may perform
having the disease himself,
indeed,
of the
demands
physical
limited
the
under
flawlessly
genes
his
on
passing
champion,
a
becorre
ring, and even
to innumerable progeny. The cursory procedures of the
show ring also make it difficult to spot temperamental
defects, and, in any case, rrost judges are reluctant to
disqualify a dog for misbehavior.
The ccmpetence of judges is also an issue. Judges
are licensed by the American Kennel Club and answerable
only to it. They are not required to explain their
chqices to the dog owners, as is the practice in several
European countries. An individual is invited to judge by
the local kennel club, which tries to name judges who
have a history of attracting large entries. This kind of
popularity contest does not favor the discriminating
judge \\ho is unafraid to dismiss a big-winning dog from
a prestigious kennel or to throw a nasty one out of the
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ring.
One consequence of these -w=aknesses in our
evaluation system is that many distinguished breeds have
changed a great deal over the past few decades - and
usually not for the better. A person with fond merrories
of Nana, the canine nurse in Peter Pan, might have to
search very carefully arrong the current crop of Saint
Bernards before he finds one he \\Duld trust with his own
children. Or if one is stirred by old tales of the
gallant Saint trudging through a blizzard on a rescue
mission, one should know that a cbg that has assumed the
proportions of a young Hereford will have a hard time
walking around the block. As for the legend of Lassie,
d:m' t count on her descendants to f ind their way home.
·
What, then, is a dog-lover to do? One might give
up the idea of a pure-bred al together and head for the
nearest pound in search of a vigorous mutt. Adopting a
homeless animal is a humane act, often rewarded by a
delightful, healty pet. But not always. Due to the sheer
volume of animals they handle, pounds are notorious
breeding grounds for infectious diseases such as
distemper and parvo virus. 'lhese diseases have long
incubation periods, so that even a pup who looks
perfectly healthy on adoption may soon after end up at
the vet's.
If one decides to go with a pure-bred cbg, it
\\Duld be best to avoid breeds with extrerre traits , even
though such traits are precisely v..:hat may make a
particular breed irresistible to a buyer. What are
prudence and logic set against the appeal of droopy
ears, sad eyes, silky coats, massive paws or a tiny
frarre? For a person hopelessly hooked on such a breed,
the best advice is to consult a veterinarian on v..:hat
specific problems to look for and to buy from a breeder
who can derronstrate concern with the basic soundness of
its breeding stock.
If you are wise or lucky, buying a purebred dog
could be one of the rrost satisfying investrrents you will
ever make. But many of the estimated two million
Americans wm make such a purchase each year will come
up against the high cost of fooling around with rvbther
Nature.
OTHER OPINIONS
Derek Rayne, international all-breed judge for
thirty years.
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"To say that all pure-bred dogs have physical
defects is a ccmnon misconception that many laymen have,
just as it is a misconception to say that all
cross-breeds are strong. You just don't hear about the
problems mutts have because the people 'iNho own them
didn ' t get them for breeding purposes . On the other
hand, the pure-bred dog is recorded and observed.
"As a judge, if I see any dog with a lame
condition I disqualify it. We, the judges, cannot
determine 'iNhether the dog fell off a fence and will
recover in a \.I.Bek or it if is suffering from a permanent
defect like hip dysplasia. We also disqualify dogs that
have had eye operations, though in the case of the Irish
setters, 'iNhose rrost ccmnon genetic problem is night
blindness, \o\B can't determine that.
"Also, I won't give a ribbon to a shy or vicious
dog. Dogs with these characteristics are not suitable
for breeding. I T,\DUldn't be afraid to withhold a ribbon,
even if it were a farrous dog, if it dem:mstrated either
of these defects, though maybe a new judge T,\DUld be
intimidated by a dog's reputation."
Dr. Francis Gross, veterinarian, Arguello Pet
Hospital, San Francisco .
"At Arguello, we see a lot of dogs with problems,
and 'iNhat we have to determine is 'iNhich ones are due to
breeding and 'iNhich ones are due to the animal's
environment.
"Researchers have identified about 100 separate
disease entities in dogs that are known or believed to
be primarily genetic in origin. In breeding pure-bred
dogs - pairing father to daughter or rrother to son we' re doing exactly 'iNhat we 'f,\Dn' t allow people to do.
It ' s not just dogs that have genetic predilection to
disease. You also see it in horses , cattle , and cats .
The underlying reason is the same: Inbreeding increases
the chance of uncovering mutant recessive genes.
"There are many breeders, who I know personally,
'iNho are very good and 'iNho are actively 'f,\Drking to
eliminate genetic problems . There are others, however,
'iNho are not taking precautionary steps; also, there are
many pet owners who do not know how to check out their
puppy's background, which is rrore involved than merely
buying an AKC registered animal. Buying a dog can be a
bit like buying a car - rrost people don't know anything
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[about] it until after they've bought it."
Stan Hanson, producer of the Golden Gate Kennel
Club Dog Show.
"A lot of breeding isn't done scientifically in
terms of looking at the pedigrees of the animals two or
three generations back. Perhaps the grandfather on the
sire's side had some special quality which, with luck,
will come through in the next litter. That's what v.ie
call good line breeding. Many of the problems pure-bred
dogs suffer from stern from 'doubling up' on breeding. A
good breeder will try to correct the problem and not put
two dogs together unless they think the line will be
strengthened and improved in the next generation.
"To address the issue of shows: When I put
together a slate of judges, I choose men and wanen
because they are knowledgeable, I know their reputations
and their attitudes in the ring. And it is because of
the way that they handle things that they do draw large
entries. The AKC rules that a judge can judge 175 dogs a
day - that's about twenty-five an hour, which means your
evaluation time is only about two minutes per dog.
"Personal taste is a factor, and not all the
standards are written real well. Some of them are vague
and allow too much room for interpretation, but there is
a rrove at the AKC to standardize the standards."
Dr.
Ann
Bowling,
geneticist,
University of
California Davis Veterinary School.
"There are biochemical diseases, lethal genes
available in all people and animals. But what VJe' re
talking about here are those defects which are
controllable, and the AKC and dog breeders should
support research into these problems.
"There are breed characteristics - like popped-out
eyes, enlarged heads, shortened and defonned legs - and
they' re not going to give them up. There are some
defects, hoVJever, which are not pre-selected and could
be eliminated, like eye problems, hip dysplasia, heart
problems - inherited defects. HoVJever, many defects are
not present at the time of birth so it's really not fair
to blame the AKC for registering a puppy when the
disease is not discernible.
"What v.ie can do is pursue research to see how
these defects are inherited. Sanetirnes the problem is
environmental; Puppies are overfed in order to cause
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rapid growth and this is one of the reasons hip
dysplasia is so common in a number of different breeds;
saretimes the factors are genetic, and saretimes the
cause is the interaction of the two. Education is a
significant factor. Breeders should know how to select
good breeding stock and the public should know what to
look for when they' re buying a dog. The AKC' s role
overall should be one of educating both breeders and the
public.
"Sane show-ring standards are detrimental to good
breeding; sare are not. Encouraging early and rapid
growth, I -would say, is detrimental, as are head-shape
standards which are not conducive to overall growth.
Also, short-legged dogs - bassets, dachshunds, bulldogs
- suffer fran achrondroplasic dwarfism. They are, quite
literally, dwarfs.
"The thing that is interesting about the wide
range of breeds of Cbgs that are available is that one
can be highly selective - you can literally choose a
breed according to the function it will serve.
"Yes, you can decide to have a rrongrel, but its
predictability is so much less. It might turn out to be
a healthier dog, but it might not."
Source on request. This article may not be reprinted - nor may
any part thereof •
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The oral administration of organic compounds s uch as brewer 1 s
yeast, thiamine hydrochloride (vita~in B1) and garlic has been
advocated for flea control on dogs and cats. Well controlled experimental trials conclude that these products are ineffective
as repellents or insecticides against fleas on dogs.
Kal Kan Forum
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Insecticidal shampoos may reduce animal flea populations during
bathing, but there is no residual killing action after the shampoo
is rinsed from the coat.
Kal Kan Forum
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CHICKEN.
B.IICE.

Only the best dry dog food in the world has them.
Veterinarians. Breeders. Nutritionists. For some years
they've been urging us to make a dog food with chicken, lamb
and rice.
'
So when we made MAX, we did it right. With high quality ingredients like premium California chicken, long grain
rice and grass-fed lamb.
This combination is the purest source of protein and fat·
that you can get at any price. And you can see the results*:
In skin and coat. In energy. In stool. And in the way your dog
will make MAX disappear.
Chicken. Lamb. Rice.You can't find them in just any
dog food.
Just in the best one.

Nutro's MAX™
Nutro Products Inc., (818) 968-0532

*Stop by our booth for the complete test results and a free sample.
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